


like to print something by you! ____Send me your_____zine_,huh?
I«d like to trade (all fot all) TBE for _______ _______ _

-^TBitte send a LoC ^XAIR MAIL, please jXYou name’s mentioned
You CONTRIBUTED ___Other_________________
You Commented . . ____ _j_________________

ixPlease review it, in __________ L_______________ _
The heiroglyphics you see above were copied off my; copy of THE BUG EYE 

from Helmut Klemm, 16 Uhland St., Utfort/Eick, (22a) Krs. Moers, West 
Germany. !

Contributors to this issue #9 have such names as Rjolf Gindorf, Wolf 
Pippke, and Hans Franzke while the lettered has such names as Buck 
Coulson, Lynn Hickman, Archie Mercer and Ken Che^lin. In fact, the 
only letters from German fans this time are from Walt Ernsting and 
Winfried Scholz of Bielefeld — a city I remember chiefly for the sniper 
who kept plonking the gun turret to pick me off from behind it on a 
Sherman tank I’d hitched a ride on thru town...

The way Hei Klemm does this is to publish two versions of each issue 
— one’s English and the other’s Deutsch! The articles are well-done 
and decidedly interesting accounts of what these Germans are doing and 
thinking about. The lettered is equally interesting — whenever Hei 
manages to publish about as many Gerfan comments, half-and-half, as he 
does from Anglo-American fans — and matters may eventually get beyond 
this with the Scandinavian fans joining in.

There’s been a report of a dispute inside Gerfandpm between sercon 
groups and fannish groups, each side apparently at odds with the other 
(Klemm is labelled a fannish fan, both by himself and by others); and there was quite a good con report (of quite a ’’different” con, by our 
standards) lastish. There are a number of aspects that have Anglo- 
American fans comparing Gerfandom to what we had in 2nd, 3rd or 4th 
fandoms, and a number of distinct traits which may be solely the Ger- 
fans* — no apparent distinction between ’’collectors*’ and ’’actifans” 
as we had when sercon was strong over here, for example.

There are some incongruous things, too. Hei constantly repeats 
that other Gerfans hate him! Is he joking? Who hates him?? And his 
art editor, Rolf Harder, has gone gafia following thish...

TBE #9 has 35 pages (in the English edition, anyway) and it’s mimeo. 
Now, how would you like the job of retyping those 35? stencils in German? 
Plus retracing all the artwork, I suppose, tho there must be some variance 
in that -- bits of artwork are used as fillers; and the German version 
of a letter or article undoubtedly runs a bit longer, or a bit shorter, 
than the English version in most cases.

Of course, TBE is only published quarterly, is available for trades, 
contribs, LoCs, review, thru OMPA, and to Gerfans at 50 DM, 5 for 2,50 DM. 
But a bilingual,2=edition fanzine that size is a lot of fanac for anyone!



AS HELL —
The morning of this past Thanksgiving Day, I polished off my usual pot 

of black coffee while listening to Al Collins on KSFO. It’s not unusual, 
I mean to say, for me to finish off a morning’s pot; I’m usually up before 
5 and don’t ever shake Robbie out of the sack until 6. But Al Collins 
doesn’t come on KSFO until 9 or 10 or some Late A.M. like that — except 
on Sundays, when he’s hardly ever on at all.

I mean, it’s unusual for me to hear Al Collins on KSFO. It’d be even 
more unusual for me to see him on TV, weekday mornings 7-to-8, since Robbie 
and I are bucketing down the Freeway to work at that hour — or even if we 
aren’t, as on holidays, the fact remains that we haven’t brought a TV set 
into this house yet and we don't intend to! ... Oh, well.

Al Collins is a disc jockey, radio announcer, emcee and aJl ’round 
entertamer-cum-moola. He’s a fat, little butterball (but he prefers 
Ciiat you refer.to it as Pear-Shaped) about 5 by 6 and three-quarters, 
with a small, jet black mustache and Van Dyke beard, and the most elfish 
look across a hot microphone you ever saw. He has the normal thing with 
eyes, ears, noses and chops with maybe a bit extra on dimples. His en
semble normally consists of horn-rimmed specs and bounce-soled brogans 
with some sort of garb in between, and maybe a sport jacket somebody lost in a student riot.

He has been variously known, in times past, as "Jazzbo".
In fact, it was Al "Jazzbo" Collins whom I first met in New York, 

back in 1952 He was doing a couple of deejay shows on WNEW then; and 
uie story.I heard about how he got the job may not have a grain of truth 
but it boils down to a quaint and homey legend, anyhow. Station WNEW _  
a independent (owned by the Daily News) which puts out quite a
good blast with its 1,000-watter; or was it 10,000? -- had an opening for 
a new announcer on ics stafi. Among the multitude of applicants (since 
every backwoods radio announcer wants on a metropolitan station, one step 
closer co tae networks) was a wire saying something like I ACCFPT stop 
UWIL^GET^TP^^ BAGGAGE IMMEDIATELY PLEASE HOLD
UM IL I GEL THERE, AL COLLINS.
WNPiAnS14?1’*; dayS later» a bi8 truck backed up to the glass-plate doors of 
WNEW and a huge wooden crate was unloaded and trundled into the front lobbv 
UP’WandP"Th^ri? tJthpblS Si?nn and labels saying FRAGILE! and THIS SIDE 
/uAwrU nnmn the Personal Record Collection of ALBERT 'JAZZBO' COLLINS.Ps. °FF. and it sat there m the lobby for two solid weeks.



By the time Al got there, they were glad to see him. They offered 
him the dead spot, of course -- they always give a new disc jockey that 
absolutely dead time on radio, from 9 to 11 p.m., when everybody’s 
watching television; if he’s noticed there, he must be good! — and 
Collins told ’em what he’d do with it. They may have had some misgiv
ings even then, but still there was that huge crate sitting out in the 
lobby....

The result was ’’The Purple Grotto,” which was something new even to 
jaded Eastern listeners who remembered Frank Robbins and his Robbins’ 
Nest. They were inured to progressive jazz to its most rancous limits 
and heavy doses of bop-talk. But this was different.

Al’s tastes in modern jazz were more the Cool School than progres
sive. Moreover, he put his mildly bantering chitchat over the soft 
arpeggios of a piano solo, so even if he had nothing to say or didn’t 
feel up to it, you weren’t left listening to just so much ’’dead air.” 
But even more than that, he went out of his way to build an actual 
scene that you could be digging in a most literal sense.

’’The Purple Grotto" was located three stories down, under the main 
studios of WNEW, in a subterranean realm full of purple stalactites and 
stalagmites lit only by the callibrated purple candle that Collins used 
to indicate his station breaks. Newscast time was announced when some
one dropped a marble down the tube from upstairs, which was also Al’s 
chief means of receiving fan mail and perhaps an occasional sandwich. 
All he did xvas sit down there on an old box, with a discarded barrel 
holding the microphone in front of him, play records and chat amicably 
and maybe plant a new batch of mushrooms now and then.

It would’ve been a rather horrible place to be alone, and of course 
he never was. When he described the Grotto each night (which of course, 
he did) Al always mentioned those glowing orange eyes of Harrison, the 
long-tailed purple Tasmanian owl, blinking and watching him from far 
back among the stalactites, beyond the bottomless pit. Harrison was 
always there -- you never heard him, he never made a sound, not even 
when he wanted a particular record played and swooped tover to Al’s shoul
der and tweaked an earlobe with his orange beak — and the lids of his 
big, orange eyes would droop lower and lower as it got closer to 11 
o’clock.

Naturally, as time went on, other denizens of the Grotto were men
tioned — little men (and little creatures) who were never there (or 
were they?) -- as well as announcements of guests to appear on the show, 
who somehow never appeared.

And "Jazzbo” Collins was noticed, all right. ■’ 5 1 >
He got my notice the night I arrived home in Jersey City, completely 

exhausted from the Chicon, in 1952. My head was still ringing from the 
great moments of that convention, the fans cameraderie, the Georgia fans’ 
White Lightning, the deadly rays and roaring rockets and slender towers 
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along Mars’ canals. I flipped on the wireless and got a piece of Al’s 
Grotto, that night, sprawled out half-dead and nearly entranced — and 
he played a new biscuit, a bit of a thing on the Mars label by Woody 
Herman and The Third Herd. It was a simple thing, really nothing, a 
sprightly rhythm tune featuring a celeste. But it was called ’’Celestial 
Blues.”

I listened through the next night’s show, and the next, with a 
growing impatience. Usually, when Al spun a new biscuit, he’d give 
it several plays just to smooth out the wax ... but not this time! 
I got vexed about it. I went to New York. I prowled Broadway’s record 
shops; that biscuit was so new they didn’t have it! In fact, the first 
shop denied it had ever existed, the second went so far as ’’Well, maybe—” 
but at the 3rd one I finally found out, the third heard— all right! 
The wholesale distributor did have it, in his warehouse, over near Schubert 
Alley. Somewhere around there, off Times Square.

Then I wrote Al Collins. I told him about this. I told him where 
I finally found that record. ’’And there’s just one trouble with all 
this, Jazzbo,” I told him. ”1 haven’t got a phonograph!” Well, that 
did it. Collins aired my letter, all right. He did more. He dug out 
that record. He not only played it again, that night, but announced 
that he was going to keep on playing it every night until he heard from 
me again and knew that I’d heard it!

S’help me, I held out for four solid weeks!!!
Then I wrote him, telling him why — telling him about s-f, about 

fandom, about the Chicago convention, about why. And damned if it didn’t 
turn out he’s a science-fiction fan, too!

A.bit after that, I started going over to WNEW, occasionally sitting 
in while he laid on the show. We threw various bits around and they got 
into the show’s dialogue. I wrote a few bits on a science-fiction slant 
and he aired those. They got response from s-f readers and occasionally 
they’d do me one better.

I got plenty out of it — plenty of thoroughly enjoyable moments with 
a guy I really like. It got so, too, his fan mail was getting delivered 
to the Grotto (somehow) by 4 o’clock rocket from Jersey City...

Frankly, that’s all I wanted out of it: egoboo! I wasn’t making a 
buck. The bottom fell out of s-f and I wasn’t writing; I’d tried a bit 
of radio announcing in the Illinois backwoods, returned to take up Traf
fic Management School and was an office flunky in an interstate trucking 
terminal. But bighod, leave us not forsake good-clean-wholesome-fun! 
And that it was, chums, that it was.

Then the Grotto caved in on Al Collins.
There was another radio station over in the Jersey woods that was 

pulling off a revolution in broadcasting. It played solid music with 



no commercials — in fact, with no talk at all! You wanted to know 
what they played, you subscribed to their listing. It was Real New, 
then. It was also pure Schmaltz musically, like two solid hours of 
David Rose. But it got a lot of snarky letters written to the other 
stations with their continual blast of catcall commercials.

The result, at WNEW, was that they hit the lowest guy in their hen- 
pecking order: Al Collins down there in the dead spot* the Purple Grotto. From now on, he must play straight schmaltz! No horsing around, no cool 
jazz, no monkeyshines or out, brother, out!

So-o-ooo, we switched to schmaltz. Me and Al, we made it David 
Rose, all right — and we put it on the Moon. I threw the notions 
around and Al rode the mike, throwing his pear-shape around in the 
Lunar l/6th gravity.. Then when nobody was looking, he dug into the 
station’s schmaltz files and came up with some pretty weird-sounding 
recordings, too. But they got schmaltz.

However, it wasn’t too bad — even for Al. His Grotto had already 
received no little attention here and there, even as to reviews in some 
national magazines. And he had a few records out, himself. First, on 
the Brunswick label, he’d related Steve Allen’s ’’Grimm Fairy Tales for 
Hip Kids” with a background of piano by Lou Stein (the very same as each 
night in the Grotto). Later, for Capitol, he came across with two more 
sides of Grimm Fairy Tales by one Douglas Jones (and! Lou Stein’s piano) 
and a couple more sides on Great Moments In History, writ by Roy Alfred, 
with Lou Stein’s ’’Entire” Orchestra.

In these, you get Red Riding Hood telling the woif ’’Don’t hand me 
that jazz, Dadi” and the Little Pig who built a house in the low-rent 
district "with wall-to-wall floors and a TV antenna J’ And the Magic 
Mirror On The Wall telling Queenie she's "the Most!".until Snow White 
comes along. And the Wright Brothers’ first attempt to build a flying 
machine, which wouldn’t fly, but looked like a wild goose and "About 
all they could get out of it was a coupla eggs now and then!" .

So when Collins’ contract came up for renewal, it seems WNEW was a 
little put out when he didn’t want to renew it. He’d already signed up 
over at NBC....

I left the New York area shortly after that. Ran into a girl named 
Roberta, put in Chicago. Moved there, worked a year or so, off and on, 
as a warehouse roustabout. Finally landed the kind of job I hunted, 
Assistant Traffic Manager for Max Factor’s Chicago wholesale outlet. 
But occasionally, through NBC’s usual outpouring of corny "Bob ’n’ Ray" 
gags, I’d catch the familiar, dulcet tones of one Al Collins, yclept 
Jazzbo.

Did a bit of writing, again, between warehouse ro us taboutings, too. 
Sold the thing to Horace Gold--about a pear-shaped little guy with Van 
Dyke beard who invented a raygun that didn’t hurt anybody....
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Anyway, that was then. Robbie and I now live in the San Francisco 

Bay Area for one simple reason: we wouldn't live anywhere else. And 
now, Al Collins is out here too.

We hardly hear him at all, these days. That’s how it is, but that 
can change. He’s back on the independent stations again — back digging 
his way in, as a newcomer — but it’s obvious, he knows the tricks a bit 
better, now.

Robbie had never met him. She’d heard his records, of course — 
innumerable times — and she drags ’em out for visitors more enthus
iastically than I. Then he got on KSFO, out here, and she was properly 
gassed! He’s got this morning dee jay bit, solid commercialism with 
all kinds of sponsors, station breaks, newscasts — the completely 
standard format. So he’s finding lost dogs & cats for listeners, 
plugging Calaveras County’s Leaping Frog Contest (he entered one) 
and Novato’s Pioneer Day beard contest the sprouted for it), telling 
when you can catch the aircraft carrier Kittyhawk coming in under 
the Golden Gate Bridge. And somebody hands him a report on the skiing 
conditions at resorts around Los Angeles — none of ’em closer than 
400 miles from here — and he plows right through it, straight-faced.

It’s Al Collins, all right!
So one day a few months ago, I took Robbie over to meet him and 

we had lunch with him, song pluggers, piano players, recording people 
and I forget who else. I won’t say Robbie was impressed. Fact is, 
she was slightly croggled.

But she agrees, most emphatically: Al’s a real, fine guy.
We’re glad you’re out here, too, Al — tho frankly, I’m not the 

least bit surprised; maybe no more than you were to find me here — 
and dammit, we’ll keep in touch somehow. Okay?

((But don’t go plugging this zine, bub — this fanzine, this faaan 
magazine — y’hear? Don’t mention it! We can’t afford the circulation 
we’ve got!!!))

* * *



AHRBOD1/ GET fl TOG 3" mORTflR
—OR A HUMAN EYEBALL KIT, THIS YEAR?

+ I wonder about those things, sometimes. Anyway, to get off in the 
+ proper spirit of things, let’s toss this in from--!
PHYLLIS ECONOMOU, 2416 E. Webster Place, Milwaukee 11:

f
I’m back pubbing ((+mind the barmaids, then — would Britons love to 

have YOU on a fund!!+)) This will put you in my debt^ which I may hope 
to collect on someday when I visit your area. (Price— 2 drinks.) 
+ Promises, promises. You and that Kujawa woman. Fine thing, get us 
+ all anticipating and then don’t come — Donaho was crushed, he was. 
+ Despondent. We sat down with him and got utterly Stoned on home- 
+ brew when he told us Betty wouldn’t be coming, after all. But I 
+ must agree with Tony Boucher that Bill’s homebrew |s excelled only 
+ by imported bheer ... the only drawback is its after-effects. That 
+ next morning, Robbie weaved in for coffee and collapsed in her chair, 
+ moaning ”How did anyone ever survive Prohibition?” ij I believe Bill 
+ got the recipe from Burbee. And speaking of LA fandom, here’s—
BOB LICHTMAN, address on a later postcard he wants DNQ: j.T. . -"I. .J   I

Usually I don’t read filksongs unless they’re by either Ted Johnstone, 
Bruce Pelz, Art Rapp or Les Gerber, and then I read them advisedly. So 
all I can say about Moffatt’s thing is that I didn’t read it, but it made 
for an interesting cover. Froggy the Gremlin and Friends, I presume it 
is? Maybe I’d better qualify things a bit. I have read several earlier 
Moffatt filksongs ... but filksongs are one branch of ’’fannishness” that 
I usually don’t care for.

No, don’t publish your ’’Hoary Old War Stories”! Please. ((+Well, 
all right.+)) '

I finally remembered to send out one panel of that Root Beer Milk car
ton. I sent it to Fred Patten,.the new editor of Shaggy, so I guess it’ll 
get to Ellik soon enough.. Knowing Patten, he will go showing it around 
at a LASFS meeting and the Tame Squirrel ((+hah!+)) will be one of the 
first to shush him up, being Director. Maybe I’ll drop another panel down to Schultheis. C(+Bob, Andy Main and I emptied and dismembered 
this Root Beer Milk carton one night at Donaho’s; as a new product, it 
must have flopped miserably — I never saw any more of| it at the super
marts.+)) One trouble: the things are so heavily waxed that you can’t 
use them for quotecards without gluing on something you can write on.

IIFor a more definite statement by Laney of the money made by Acolyte, 
I refer the Interested Reader (not you, Joe) ((+nope—Vic Ryan+)) to 
FTL’s article, ’’Syllabus for a Fanzine,” which appeared in Spacewarp #42, 
September 1950. But it’s been recently reprinted by Dick Eney in umpteen 
of his apazines, so you can probably find it rather easily. ((+We trust 
these serious, constructive young fans to keep us apprised of these
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things...+))

What’s this about your ASFs being buried outside Albuquerque? Story 
behind this, please!
+ Well y’see, Bob, back in 1942 I was — whup, sorry! That’s one of my 
+ Hoary Old War Stories...
+ As I said in that ish #5, filksongs aren’t exactly my kind of fannish- 
+ ness, either — but Len Moffatt is a sucker for egoboo!!! Read on, 
+ here. I just have a couple things to get off the deck, first,
LEWIS J« GRANT, JR., 5333 S. Dorchester Ave., Chicago 15;

Been frantically busy here at our new place trying to get things into 
shape. Even though the place has been fairly well kept up, there are all 
sorts of things to do. I have to do something to our cupboard doors. 
After five coats of paint, they won’t close because the hinges bind....

Chifandom has been busy having parties, a couple of which I didn’t 
make. We had a good one last Friday, even though it was half social 
workers. A.J. Budrys was the social lion of the evening, and enlivening 
the party by telling tales of his carefree boyhood in the Lithuania of 
1940 plus; shooting the guts out of Russians and other happy pastimes. 
We had a round of discussions on fallout shelters, and I pointed out 
the loophole in the fallout shelter: the loophole. The standard filter 
for the air intake will stop fallout dust quite well, but has no effect 
on true gasses such as nerve gases, smoke from fires, and ammonia, chlorine 
carbon monoxide, gasoline fumes, turpentine, formaldehyde, napthalene, 
sulphur dioxide, or carbon tetrachloride, in case a committee of your 
friends and neighbors wanted in.

Frankly, I think we would be nuts to blow ourselves up right now, 
just when things are getting interesting.

I am very much interested in that Church of the Way that the California 
types have started.
+ You’re in the wrong pew here, fella; you go ask Bill Donaho about that 
+ stuff. Someone out here (one of our Other California Types) who 
+ recently had,a writing assignment on fallout shelters may find your 
+ comments of interest; anyway, I did. And now that you’ve got us in 
+ such merrie holiday spirits, I’ll have done with some business...
TERRY CARR, 56 Jane St,, New York 14:

You are cads and schnooks; you stopped sending G2 to me. Okay, so 
you gave fair warning — but I miss it.

So let’s,trade. LIGHTHOUSE has a sub-rate now — 4 issues for a budk. 
How about like, I put you down for a sub and you put me down for one.



Latest LIGHTHOUSE runs to 66 pages.
+ No, Terry — we’ve told others about this and they’ve told us 
+ we’re nuts, that we’ll miss something, that LIGHTHOUSE is a very 
+ excellent zine. But honestly, the one thing we don’t want around 
+ here is anybody’s66-page fanzine.
RICK SNEARY, 2962 Santa Ana St., South Gate, Calif.:

Two G’s in ten days is not to many. But it dbes make me step 
around right smartly, and sent off some silver coinage to its hard
hearted editors. With or Warhood, or even Void, I know that if 
I.miss writing for one or two issues, I’ll still be carried, for old 
time sake.. But you are as hard harted as a bookkeeper (or E.Busby) 
and would cut me off if I failed to respond.. So four pounds of other 
fanzines have to wate their turn while I write you... Or, is this 
your reason? ((+Lessee, here a dime, two nickels, four Canadian 
pennies and a Chinese cash duly accredited to the Subscription of one 
Rick Sneary... +))

Let see— #6.. I have a check mark after Davidson’s remark about 
sending your fanzine to “Outlanders”. Actually, I think you send it 
to only two Outlanders (if I might count the Moffatt’s as one.) The' Len Moffatt is a sucker for egoboo!! 1 """ " ---- ---- ----
Outlander Society hasn’^t been active for many yearS, but we still feel 
very strongly about it. j

Your point Joe, that a gun-toting society might be more polite, 
reminds me or one of my letters to Merwin, inwhichjil talked of the 
possable advantages of people being alowed to carry swords and hold 
duels. My thought was that people would be more polite if they had 
to face the possibility of eating their words or sharp steel. Also 
1 suggested that practice with a sword would be go3d exercise, and 
bring a family more closely together. (A family the fights together, 
s^aY® together.) --I’ve had to explain that I had my tounge in cheek 
at the time, several times sense. Just because I collect edged wea
pons, some people think I want to use them. ((+Why--er--Rick, old 
friend (where’d Robbie put the rounds for this cannon?) I can’t under
stand anyone thinking that! Uh--whatever did happen to the other 
Outlanders, by the way?+))

. I agree with your editorial in #6, Joe. That is if I read you 
right ((+you do+)) and you were not objection to discussing ’’student 
riots and the HUAC, capitalism” etc. etc., but to thos individuals who 
talked of nothing else and took little or no interest in science-fiction 
These things are as much a part of the fans world as sports cars or 
folk music. But I’m pretty sure I know what you mean. Your against 
fake-fans like L——I l_„ -- 1 but not Great Discussions by Busby and
Leman types.. ((+If anybody’s gonna get somebody mad at ’em in this 
fanzine, it’s gonna be me! But actually, Rick, it’s not that those 
jokers aren’t interested in s-f ... they aren’t even capable of it!+))



JOHN TRIMBLE, 222 South Gramercy Place, IA 4:
G2 #5 arrived t’other day (well, it was last week, actually, but...) and 
I thot it was about time to, like, write back. ’Specially so since I 
ain’t the editor of SHANGRI-L’AFFAIRES no more. ((+And what’s this sup
posed to get you? Or don’t you Trimbles know you gotta sub to this zine? 
Say, by the way, have I got a sub to Shaggy??*))
“Venusian Blues” isn’t bad when Len sing/chants it, blues-style. ((+We 
know — one nite in the LA suite, right after the Solacon, Len tipped 
back his head and scrunched up his eyes and belted it out.*)) Len gets 
a lot of good-natured ragging ’bout his ’’spacemen songs”, and sometimes 
he does get a bit too single-minded about them... but that’s mostly 
when he’s a couple three beers in the wind, and since most of the rest 
of us will be, too, it really doesn’t matter. In fact, one might sav 
it swings, in a subdued manner. ((+He is also a sucker for egoboo.+))
I generally find letters a bit difficult to make comments on, which, 
to, at....
But you folks do have a going magazine here...one that I’ve been damn 
glad to have been getting for five issues now. ((+John, you’ve got a 
sub.*)) And, as someone pointed out — or half-a-dozen folks did — 
reading G2 is somewhat like talking to you two nuts. ((+It’s all ri--  
what was that again, buddy?*)) Oh, you don’t get trampled to death 
by the Siamese answer to the Golden Horde, and there isn’t a fresh cup 
of coffee next to you (unless you’ve brewed one yourself) and like that. 
And that beautiful, paneled and beamed living room is missing, but....
Sigh! ((+Okay, okay — whaddaya want? C’mon. What is it?*))
When you folks gonna come down for a looksee at our nexv house? Great 
place — three bedroom, with a huuuge living room, whopping dining room, 
a sort of breakfast nook-ish place that we use for a duper room, kitchen, 
and service porch — with three baths, and like that.
We’ve been up there about a dozen times since you folks were down here 
for the SoLaCon. ((+If we hold out a bit longer, maybe you’ll get up 
a fund!*)) And keep sending G2, please?...in spite of this letter?
+ Look, Trimble, on the back of this zine is a list of reasons anybody 
+ gets this zine. Nobody gets it for any other reason, see? Enuff of 
+ this jazz and get Bjo up here to do me something on multi master!!I
Rats! — Yes, Charlie Brown, rats! -- I just sealed this when Bjo called 
& mentioned that G2 #6 had arrived ....
+ You know what we got for Xmas? Jim Caughran. He just called —he’s 
+ leaving some stuff here before leaving to meet Ron Ellik in Reno, so 
+ Ron can’t talk him into hocking it — and since they close down the 
+ university dorms over holidays, poor homeless penniless Jim Caughran 
+ will be taking baksheesh with us.
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DON FITCH, 3908 Frijo, Covina, Calif.:

You mean I can sub, and actually get G2 every month without having 
to worry about finding time to write a letter of comment when I’m so 
worried about polishing off that stack of letters and fanzines to be 
commented on and getting the stencils cut and whatall?

The $ is enclosed; thanks.
+ THAT’S the way!!!
BRUCE PELZ, 738 S. Mariposa, #107, LA 5:

OK, I’ve put this off too long already: Please send me G2 from 
issue #4 on, as long as this buck holds out (a year, I guess.) Should 
have done this in September. Damfool procrastinators....
+' Sorry, Bruce, but we’re completely out of both #4 and #5 now. We’ll 
+ have to start your sub with #6 (and by this time next month, probably 
+ #6 will be gone, too) and yup, that’s 12 issues.
+
+ Now, here’s that sucker for egoboo (just look at ’im gloat!) with 
+ two solid pages complete with feetnotes and no girls dropping outta 
+ trees or like that — lemme see, here...
LEN MOFFATT, 10202 Belcher, Downey, Calif:

G2 is a pretty good old fanzine on accounta it is the kind one can 
read from cover-to-bacover on the evening of the day it arrived, and 
feel like writing a LoC on right away, no waiting and no delay. And as one has a subscription, not underwater vehicle) ((+Watch where you 
bring up that periscope!+)) one doesn’t feel Really Obligated to write 
a letter, except that one wants to because one is happy to see this 
kinda fanzine, only I should say two insteada one, on accounta G2 is 
enjoyed by M2 insteada just Ml..((+—do with a drunken sailor, whaddaya 
do with a- drunken sailor ur-lie in the mornin’.. +))

To use a Tuckerism, we chortled muchly over the cover. Gee, G2ers, 
I didn’t expect to have my song "illustrated” by Joseph, himself, or 
anything like that, and I’m pleasured by it, to say the least. Naturally, 
we are wondering what "names" you applied to a couple of the characters 
in the illo. Assuming you had real live fans in mind, we could make a 
couple of educated guesses ... Oh well, I suppose you'11 never tell— 
at least not until we see you at some con or other (like, maybe, the 
Westercon in LA next year?) and we’re all imbibing and living it up, etc.

I wouldn’t mind reading, or hearing, your Hairy Old War Stories, 
tho the effect might be to inspire me to tell one or two HOWS myself. 
Not the■usual'mundane things, such as patching up wounded Gyrenes, etc. 
but say, like, the time on Saipan....
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Footnote #1: G2 now rates as ... a GOOD old fanzine....
Footnote #2: ... to become an even gooder and older fanzine, praise be..
♦ Still, one doesn’t know how much of one’s letter will get into print, 
+ does one? (For anyone not familiar with Len’s midst-of-letter foot 
+ notes, there was a notable example in CRY’s lettered.) You should 
+ see how all this works out on our end, tho! I hadn’t noticed until 
+ someone asked about it, but we actually get only a small percentage 
+ of response on the number of copies we send out — sometimes it’s 
+ less than 10%!! But bighod, Len, the LoCs we do get are such fun 
+ that we don’t need anything more. For me, this is it; this is re- 
+ laxing, easy and hoo-hah. 
+
+ Of course, anyone could find fault with it. I know of at least two 
+ ’’faults” without straining my cerebrum atall — I have to chop let- 
+ ters occasionally, and it often means chopping remarks I hate to 
+ leave out (and when they’re your remarks, you probably don’t like 
+ it, either); and inevitably, this kind of lettered ends up with a 
+ group of ’’regulars” who have a letter in almost every issue — as 
+ if I played favorites, ignoring others not of the ”in-group” which 
+ just - ain’t - so. I don’t chop letters just to cram everybody’s 
+ letter in, nor to favor one letter more than another; I simply want 
+ to keep this fanzine small. And I don’t get letters from everybody, 
+ either. In fact, it’s a darned good thing that I don’t!
BUCK COULSON, Rte. 3, Wabash, Indiana?

I should be cutting stencils but your lettercolumn and remarks about 
omnivorous readers brings a comment or two. Surely Rosemary knew that 
some fans were like her — she’s been in our house and I assume she 
looked over the books. Of course, a majority of our book/cases (9 out 
of 14) are devoted to stf mags and books, but the remaining 5 contain 
a pretty fair assortment, I always thought.
+ Come off it, Buck — of course Rosemary didn’t mean it that way! I 
+ was saying all fans are like that, and that’s what she meant: is all 
+ fandom like that? She probably visited you, and saw you in that 
+ house with all those books and that was you — and you’re a BNF, 
♦ you knucklehead!

The last time Juanita and I were in a newsstand we came out with: 
’’Not In Solitude” by Kenneth Gantz (stf, it says...), ’’Adam And The 
Serpent” by Vardis Fisher (Testament of Man series), ’’The Legend Of 
The Wandering Jew” by Joseph Gaer (non-fiction), “The Gold Of Troy” 
by Robert Payne (biography), ’’America’s Major Air Disasters” by ((+1 
can’t make this out+)) and ’’Life In A Putty Knife Factory” ... A fair 
assortment, I’d say — also about an average selection for us.

Of course, we don’t buy many hardbacks; can’t afford to. But we do 
manage one, now and then. I’d enjoy reading book ads, even if I didn’t 
buy any....



o..Question and answer period: .
Question: “...how can someone /reference to a certain Buck Coulson/ 

who engages in so much fanac call himself a fringe fan?” 
(from HALFANTHOL #1)

Answer: ”It’s been rather obvious that STARSHIP TRobPERS did not express 
what fans believe...” (from G2 #6)

|l
(Of course, I never actually called myself a fringe fan — I just said 
I preferred their company ((+which fringe d’you mean?*)) -- and STAR- 
SHIP TROOPERS isn’t my idea of Utopia ... but still ... I really do 
think that the political setup in ST is just as beneficial and far more 
practical than those envisaged by any Utopia-writer.)
♦ By political setup, don’t you mean the Citizenship status and the 
+ State that Heinlein had resulting from it? We both agree with you 
+ there; but we liked it better as expressed earlier in Nevil Shute’s 
+ IN THE WET. And didn’t Clarke’s whale tale have some side-reference 
+ to such a scheme? But Shute developed it more than anyone, I thot. 
+ li
+ The bad aspect of this book-ads kick is that we’ll talk and talk -- 
+ but nobody’s listening. Damfool pros. Robbie bestirred me one night 
+ and we roamed thru the house counting hardbacks, but found no more 
+ than 362, exclusive of encyclopedic/reference works & of course ig- 
+ noring the more vasty mess of pocketbooks. You’ve now prompted me 
+ to wander about, scratchpad & drink in hand, to jot down what odd 
+ titles caught my eye willy-nilly; the lists I have now run thusly:
+ Bedroom - A Coffin For Dimitrios; A Child’s Garden of Verses (RLS); 

Criminal Man (nonfiction); Ashenden; Away All Boats...
Livingrm - Bronze God of Rhodes (deCamp); The Crusades (H.Lamb); 

Doctor Dogbody’s Leg (J.N.Hall); Falcons of France (first 
book by Nordhoff & Hall, both WW1 pilots); POETICA EROTICA: 
Up Front; and Seutonius’ LIVES OF THE TWELVE CAESARS...

Kitchen - Good Food For Bad Stomachs; How To Cook|A Wolf; The Gun 
Club Cookbook; Making Money In Your Kitdhen; Home Improve
ments You Can Do; and Living Outdoors..^

Study - After You, Marco Polo; Born Free; The History of Magic; 
Kroeber’s ANTHROPOLOGY; ROTCM 145-20 American Military 
History-1956; We Keep A Pub; Seabrook’s IWITCHCRAFT; Barn 
Plans And Outbuildings (copyright 1901!!!); Adventures 
In Jade (nonfiction); and Buckskin Brigades — by L. Ron 
Hubbard! (must read the thing, sometime)...

Il
+ The stuff does accumulate, don’t it? Oh, yes — then there’s the stf.

F.M. BUSBY, 2852 14th W., Seattle 99:
Been wanting to respond to G2 for some time and haven’t made it yet; 

how about comment on your Shaggy58 item instead? Capsule comment: 
you’re damn near as paranoid as I am, Joe.



I’m obliged to you for superimposing the cyclic pattern on my non
descript view of previous fanhistory (I like fanhistory and have liked 
it for some time now; Laney may not have been the most accurate reporter 
in the world, but I’ll never call him a liar on the basis of any of his 
cast of characters I’ve met in later years. Re: ASI).

I agree with the intent of your Shaggy article at any rate, though 
not necessarily in detail. Main detail in which I differ is this one: 
in effect, you say ’’Name names!” but you do not yourself do this. ((+1 
said more than that. Buz. I said who should, and when.*)) Oh, I recog
nized I I as the pair who left I I apartment looking
like a monkey house, but the others I missed..... Okay, where shall we 
start? ((+Do you think I’ll go banging a tin suit around on some boney 
horse, doing in the blackguards in fandom, while the rest of you sit 
snug in your fat castles in the clouds? Hah!*))

But any time someone starts handing me a phony pitch ... I get into 
my Hardnose Superman Drawers and saw the guy off at the pockets; no 
refunds. ((+Then let’s you and me count how many fans we know who don’t 
do that; in fact, while we’re about it, let’s add the ones who always 
complain that it’s ”in terribly bad taste”...*))

At the moment there’s only one real crud I’d like to disass, and 
he’s protected by the cries of ”DNQ” from his victims just now ((+there, 
you see?*)) so there’s no point in lamenting that some folks don’t realize 
that the best way to deal with threats is to Be Tougher Than HE Is. So 
just watch for what happens to — ((+Stop clattering them chestplates at 
me, Busby, and get outta here with that goddam horse! By the by, ol’ 
skunk-catcher, that bhoy you mention knows I’ll have none of his business, 
either. They just pick the suckers they know will be DNQ about it.*))

...I’d rather deal with ’em privately, & do so mostly. But I do 
lash out now and then....
RICK SNEARY again,, on the same subject:

I lived through the last ’’bad old days” and thanks to a sheltered 
life, was not effected by the blast. To many reports of those days 
fail to mention that some good souls lived then, and were not hurt or 
effected...
+ As I recall it, too many fanzines of those days were filled with 
+ nothing but blast-and-damn. It was a pleasure to stay out of them, 
+ not write for them, not even receive them. But my dates are hope- 
+ lessly mixed; I don’t remember if this was when you and I turned 
+ into avid prozine letterhacks or not, Rick. Seems like it was some- 
+ time around then, but I dunno, now. Some things are a pleasure to 
+ forget; other things, to remember -- we had more fun in those pro 
+ lettercols than some fans have in fanzines, today!
* Anyway, no matter which way fandom wants to take the ball, this time 
+ around, it’s not going to get bounced in these pages.



PROM ROBBIE’S KITCHEN:

HOLIDAY HUT-UPS
...The price is right, the materials readily available, and it’s 

pure pleasure to work with: what more could you ask of a how-to 
project? Furthermore, its limitations are few — let the imagination 
run riot! What is it? The How-To Christmas Book #4 (a Whitestone 
Publication) called it ’’starch sculpture*’, and what they did with it 
(a fake-fruit wreath around a Christmas candle) left me unmoved. Then 
I ran into it again in the December ’61 Better Homes & Gardens and 
they called it “magic modelling goop” —and something sparked! It’s 
something of a synthetic ceramic, but I usually refer to it just as 
“stuff.” Whatever you call it, it’s the greatest!

I’ve tried regular ceramic clay, and don’t like it. This stuff 
feels good, looks good, and is eternally forgiving of mistakes.

You can model it, weave it, or, as I’ve done, 
/—k roll it out between sheets of wax paper and use'—X cookie cutters to create some of the most amus-

( \ ingly old-fashioned Christmas tree ornaments\ U. I’ve run into yet. I have a rather large col-
( lection of cookieccutters, and Honey Wood arid
y. ) I make Christmas cookies together each year.

/ Her office (up on the Hill at the Lawrence
] ( Rad Lab) has a cookie party every year at
I \^— Christmas. This year their office tree is
I s\ decorated exclusively with these ornaments:

y \ white ones with watercolor designs, and
\ pink, blue, yellow, green, brown and purple 

/ \ ones either plain or with sequins and/or
/ J flitter glued on. Honey tells me that' it’s created a small sensation — the only

/ thing is that they literally look good enuff
_X to eat! (That’s a good way to bust a/ tooth!)

< / The recipe is simplicity itself:
/ / Into a saucepan put 2 cups common table salt and
< / 2/3 cup water.— using a heavy mixing spoon, stir

/ over low heat for 2-3 minutes until heated thru.
S To this, add 1 cup cornstarch shaken up with cup

--  cold water. Continue stirring briefly until it
forms a thick heavy dough.

You’re in business.
Want to color it? Get out the food coloring. (Caution: a little 

of that goes a long way.)
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Suddenly remember you have an appoint

ment? Wrap it up in foil or plastic bag 
and it’ll wait for you. BH&G says it’ll 
keep for months.

Want a glossy surface? Let your creation 
dry thoroughly (about 24-36 hours on a screen 
or cake cooler at room temperature) and paint 
with shellac.

Want to hang it? Use floral wire (or any 
other very fine wire) and shape thusly: 
Insert in edge up to the ring, pat the | 
’’dough” back down, and let dry as per A, 
above directions. Ordinary ornament 
hangers do the rest.

I mentioned that it does have limitations. One is that it is not 
waterproof -- don’t try doing coffee-mugs for everybody! Another is 
that thicknesses of more than % inch are apt to dry unevenly and crack. 
If you do anything fatter than that, punch holes into it from the back 
or bottom of the object to allow even drying.

Otherwise, it’s great. It’s even amazingly resistant to breakage, 
once it’s dry thru. The only casualty I've experienced was a yellow 
reindeer that lost a leg when I got impatient and "fancied it up" 
before it was ready. The dry ones that the cats have deliberately 
shoved off the edge of the table haven't even chipped!

So this is what I've been having fun-and-games with this season: 
go thou and do likewise! You'll have a ball!

--Robbie Gibson

This stuff is surprisingly tough. 
It's a real struggle to take one of 
Robbie’s small ornaments into your 
hands and bust it -- I tried! This 
mix would make terrifically strong 
molded landscapes for HO model rail
roads; anyone care to try a monorail 
layout on an authentic Lunar land
scape?

It also made an excellent "free
form" base for a model I was working 
on.

Joe
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is a monthly fanzine (this being issue #7 for December ’61) 

for which you may have subscribed in any of the following ways:
• the easiest way, with money.
• with an equivalent sub to your zine -- at our request
• with your fmz reviews, which got us subs
• you live overseas, and got us a sub to some fanzine there
• the hardest way — you did something we liked

Whichever it was, you are now systematically categorized, like:
( ) You subbed thru #7, and this is the end of it.
( ) You’ve got nothing to worry about yet.

Otherwise, this is a SAMPLE COPY you’ve got here. Subscription 
rates are 3/25£, 6/50^ or $1 a year.

o TH€ mGRRI€ST TO ALL

G^#7
--from Joe & Roberta Gibson 

5380 Sobrante Avenue 
El Sobrante, Calif. 
USA
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